THE ABSTRACT THEISM
brethren rejected arbitrarily any new realization of truth
which comes only to an enlightened soul, just as a pencil
of light comes to a focus through a transparent lens, they
at any rate could not shut out the new light, for they
knew that the sublimated rationalism of the Sama] in
which intellectualism and mysticism were in a happy
equipoise, was intended to effect the grand harmony of
faiths, of doctrines, of cultures, of scriptures, and of great
men.
Keshav felt that one of the causes of the unpopularity
of the Samaj was its failure to develop a national character.
The metaphysical abstractions do not interest the multitude,
and in order that the Brahmo religion might recommend
itself to these people, it must have the national stamp
impressed upon it. Since Brahmoism aims at universalism,
it must be so developed that the nations of the East and
the West, without mechanically imitating the religion of
each other, will severally find in it their national heart.
It must proclaim the universal anthem and sing the song
of triumph and of oneness with all humanity. "Prayer
and Inspiration", said Keshav, "are the two ends of the
axis round which man's spiritual life revolves. They are
only two sides of the same act." The Bharat Asram,
which was designed by Keshav to be an apostolic organiza-
tion, also depended for its management upon the voice of
God, and this stirred up severe antagonism and even led
to a law-suit. Keshav said that he walked by the light
of Heaven and actually heard the voice of his Benign
Father. "I have a voice which all true devotees can hear.
It is the spirit's voice audible to the spirit's ear."
P. C. Mozoomdar notes that "Keshav's daily devotions in
the domestic sanctuary, were also a long series of the most
earnest colloquy".   When our prayer is the plain
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